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What could be better than the bestselling Schaum's Outline series? For students looking for a

quick nuts-and-bolts overview, there's no series that does it better. Each book is a pared-down,

simplified, and tightly focused version of its predecessor. With an emphasis on clarity and

brevity, these new titles feature a streamlined, updated format and the absolute essence of the

subject, presented in a concise and readily understandable form. Graphic elements such as

sidebars, reader-alert icons, and boxed highlights stress selected points from the text,

illuminate keys to learning, and give students quick pointers to the essentials. Each

book:Designed to appeal to underprepared students and readers turned off by dense

textCartoons, sidebars, icons, and other graphic pointers get the material across fastConcise

text focuses on the essence of the subjectDeliver expert help from teachers who are

authorities in their fieldsPerfect for last-minute test preparationSo small and light that they fit in

a backpack!

About the AuthorMcGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are

dedicated to improving the lives, careers, and interests of readers worldwide --This text refers

to the paperback edition.
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Luiz Tiaraju Loureiro, “Five Stars. It is ok!”

Lyralei, “Not bad for first course in Electronics and Intro to circuits. Recommended”

The book by Mahmood Nahvi has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 10 people have provided feedback.
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